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About This Game

Coming Out on Top is a choose-your-own-fate game which places you in the role of college senior, Mark Matthews. You're
about to come out of the closet and are ready to make up for lost time. With the help of your loyal roommates, play through six

hilarious routes and ten unforgettable dates. 18 hot guys are waiting for you to win them over.

Features:

* 6 Full Long-form Routes
* 10 Additional Dates

* 1 Secret Route
* Customizable beard and body hair options for all 18 guys

* Over 80 full scene illustrations
* Hours & hours of hilarious, heart warming, and sexy stories

* Hundreds of unique choices that determine your destiny
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I'm now questioning my sexuality.. I absolutely love this!!! I was skeptical at first as these story games dont usually interest me.
This one caught my attention. So I bought it to try it. I will admit it started off really slow and I was getting bored, but it picked
up and got better. It does need more uncensored imagery with the story but the ones you do get are HOT! I hope they update this
with more content and make it even hotter!. I named my goldfish Doctor Fishy :). Oh wow\u2026 It\u2019s been one day
I\u2019ve played this game\u2026

What a crazy ride, from the boredom of those pixel hunt game, long rant of nothing good to play, unfair competitive online
game fatigue, into this. Game.

Honestly, I never know this kind of game would exist as I'm not actively looking into it. But I\u2019m quite glad I found it. I
enjoy it very much.

I mean, it\u2019s not the obvious part that everyone sees it at first glance that I enjoy. But its something else deep in the game.
No, not that one either -_-

I look through review, and most of them are what I would like to say. The story or the writing of it. \u201cWitty and
entertain\u201d is most of the reviews here said. And I agree. I\u2019m having so much fun on these jokes as I\u2019m a
programming these geeks and programming joke is cracking me up, but some are a bit over my head that it even makes me look
some of them up (Like half an hour on the lazycoder.com looking for that podcast she meant and didn\u2019t found anything
D: )

It makes me feel bad a bit now that the first few hours of this game I lost was on the pirated version of it. Well not anymore,
screw my wallet. I'm just buying it full price here and no regret.

But since I buy this game, I\u2019m kind of afraid, it an awkward game and no one I know plays it. (But then again, I have like
<10 friends on steam) So, right after I buy it, I\u2019m hiding like I\u2019m in a closet myself. It sounds silly, hiding it from
everyone. Set my steam status off, clear all earned achievement, so it does not raise anyone else suspicions. But in the end
Discord game activity sold me out now all the server I joined know I\u2019ve been pouring my soul into this game for 16 hours
straight D:

Anyway, while I\u2019m playing lots of moment in the game make me start questioning myself because I am on my last year
toward graduation now. And the ending strikes me on what I will do with my life afterward. I know this is just fiction, but it has
woken me up from my stupidity. I always joke about delaying my inevitable after I graduate. But now, what am I going to do
with my life?

Anyway, enough with my annoying rant. FML. No one care.

About this game though? I F*CKI*G RECOMMEND THIS GAME.

PS: #nohomo
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